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House Resolution 617

By: Representatives Carter of the 93rd, Bennett of the 94th, Kendrick of the 95th, Davis of the

87th, and Mitchell of the 88th 

A RESOLUTION

Congratulating and commending Green Love Kitchen upon its eighth anniversary; and for1

other purposes.2

WHEREAS, under the guiding hand of its owner, Marie Maudelyne Green, and with the3

exemplary work ethic demonstrated daily by its dedicated employees, this outstanding4

kitchen has grown from its humble beginnings to become a staple in the City of Lithonia; and5

WHEREAS, born in Haiti and raised in New York City, Executive Chef Marie Maudelyne6

Green founded Green Love Kitchen after graduating from Le Cordon Bleu, utilizing her love7

for great-tasting food and expertise in plant-based cuisine to push culinary boundaries and8

prove that eating healthy can still be delicious; and9

WHEREAS, in addition to its reputation for excellent food, this distinguished restaurant10

further serves its community as a hub for local youth as well as a source of job opportunities11

and valuable work experience; and12

WHEREAS, Green Love Kitchen has long been a champion of local farmers, from whom13

it sources the fresh organic ingredients necessary to create its mouth-watering dishes; and14
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WHEREAS, its employees are staunch supporters of the City of Lithonia who unselfishly15

devote innumerable hours of their time and talents to support and improve the area; and16

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this17

extraordinary company be appropriately recognized.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body congratulate Green Love Kitchen upon the grand occasion of its20

eighth anniversary, commend it for its many outstanding accomplishments, and extend best21

wishes for its continued growth, development, and success.22

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of is authorized and directed to23

make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Green Love Kitchen.24


